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the game is set in a fictional region of japan called the “shinjuku country,” and features the two main characters, a
young boy named hikaru and a girl named yuu, who have been transported to the world of digimon. the game is
divided into three main sections : digimon battle, a free-running battle mode with real-time combat, digi-tour, an

exploration mode to unlock digimon, and digi-space, an action mode with combat. the game's story is divided into
three episodes, with each episode taking place in a different area. the first episode is set in a village, the second

episode features a journey to a mountain village, and the third episode takes place in a japanese castle. the game
was released in japan on december 10th, 1996 and cost ¥3,000 (~$30). a rom dump for the first game was made

available on the official japanese digimon website in 2014, with the english version of the rom available in 2016. it's
also available in the english version of the digimon website. over 23 years in the making, you can now finally play

the original medarot video game in english. originally teased on this site back in 2015, the fan effort to translate the
first entry in the franchise has finally reached a playable state. while its not entirely polished, a translation patch for
the entire game launched earlier this month. read the rest of this entry a new starter kit for the medabots franchise
was released this week. the digimon starter kit is available for a limited time from japan-import.jp for only 200 yen
(around $2 us) and includes: a set of character cards, a booklet with character profiles, and stickers. the character

cards are based on the cards found in the digimon world, digimon world 4 and digimon world 5 digimon world
starter kit products, and will be used in-game to bring the characters to life.
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imagineer said in a statement that the nintendo switch version of medarot ds kabuto ver is still in
development. the fan translation patches and fan-made medarot ds kabuto ver episodes have helped
the fan translation reach a playable state. the fan translation is being released via mmbase. read the
rest of this entry in the coming weeks, the fan translation of medarot ds kabuto ver for the nintendo
3ds will be updated to version 0.5. the version number will not be increased, however, as the update
will be a bug fix release. the latest version is now available in the official mmbase download center. it

will be released on the nintendo 3ds soon. read the rest of this entry the official medabots website
has announced the upcoming release of a new product to the medabots franchise, the medarot ds. a
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japanese fan translation patch for the first gameboy medarot game was announced earlier this year.
imagineer, the publisher and developer of the medarot franchise has announced that their next game,
the medarot ds version of the first game in the series, will be released on the nintendo 3ds in japan on

february 25th, 2020. the first medarot game boy game is now on the nintendo switch. imagineer
announced that their latest title will be available on the nintendo switch in japan. the fan translation
for the first game boy release, medarot ds kabuto ver, is now in the final stages of development. the
version 1.0 patch was released earlier this month, and will be announced at a later date. 5ec8ef588b
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